Engaged Nation Announces Completely Redesigned and Enhanced
$2 Million Pro Football Frenzy Online Customer Engagement Promotion
Businesses to Leverage Entire Pro Football Season and Playoffs to Drive Customer
Acquisition and Incremental Revenue in an Exciting, Unique Way
LAS VEGAS, Nevada (May 22, 2018) – Engaged Nation, the award-winning leaders in
online customer engagement and gamification, announced today its redesigned and
enhanced $2 Million Pro Football Frenzy online sports program that leverages the entire
professional football season to drive customer acquisition, engagement, and bottom-line
revenue. The revamps are meticulously designed to further engage customers as they
complete playoff brackets and other fun activities, all the way up to the Big Game. As
with all of Engaged Nation’s gamified marketing platforms, Pro Football Frenzy uses
proven incentive psychology strategies to acquire new customers or reactivate dormant
ones.
“We’ve upgraded this interactive promotion to capitalize on our growing national
obsession with professional football and the ever-popular fantasy sports market,” said
Jerry Epstein, CEO of Engaged Nation. “This is more relevant than ever given the
recent Supreme Court ruling. Our program gives a casino the ability to be at the
forefront of this explosive opportunity—even before sports betting is legalized in most
states. We know these players—from millennials to baby boomers—will align with some
gaming leader. It will all come down to who will capture them first.”
The 2018 campaign will feature a million-dollar jackpot for picking the 225 winners and
losers from weekly games, plus an all-star lineup of other fun and engaging activities. In
addition to the weekly selection of game winners in the Pigskin Pick ‘Em challenge, the
program includes a full array of skill- and luck-based games—such as fantasy-based
Pigskin Predictions, trivia, quizzes, and the fan favorite Gridiron Grab video game.
Gamified e-mails, leaderboards, trophies, and a leveling-up component round out this
all-star lineup as players engage with a property’s brand 24/7 throughout the 2018
season. Engaged Nation’s patent-pending technology also includes on-property
activations of weekly picks, rewards, and other incentives that drive incremental
profitable visits.
Pro Football Playoff Frenzy encompasses the same types of games and activities, but
adds the fun and excitement of filling out a bracket of winners, including The Big Game.
It can be added to the regular season program or purchased as a standalone, making it
incredibly versatile for any property, regardless of size and location.

Engaged Nation will be holding a free webinar on Wednesday, June 6 from 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. (EDT) to discuss the impact of the SCOTUS decision on gambling and how the $2
Million Pro Football Frenzy is the perfect tool to build up a robust customer base.
Interested parties may go to www.engagednation.com and click on the “Sports Webinar”
link at the top of the home page to register.
About Engaged Nation
Founded in 2008, Engaged Nation is the leader in strategic gamified marketing with its
patent-pending REACH™ system. Using multiple digital platforms that educate and
entertain, REACH™ creates a customer engagement cycle that repeatedly engages,
incentivizes and retains existing customers, reactivates dormant customers, drives new
customer acquisition, and creates true brand ambassadors who generate significant
incremental revenue for businesses. For more information about the company’s suite of
gamified digital engagement products, please visit www.engagednation.com or call 702778-0701.
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